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(c)
	300+40 + 2=342
20 + 3 ) 7866=6000 + 1800 + 60+ 6
6000+ 900
^60
960=800+160
800 + 120
40+6
40 + 6
<d)
300 + 40 + 2=342
20+3 JT866
6000=300X20
900=300X3
"96?
800=40 X20
^"166
120=40 X3
~~46
46=2    X23
 11.	The dividend is a quantity to be meas-
ured; the divisor is the measuring unit, and
the quotient (how many?) tells how many of
the measuring units are in the dividend, or
quantity measured.    A furniture merchant
wishes to purchase beds at an average cost
of $42 apiece.   He has $1,344.   This sum of
money must be measured by the unit of meas-
ure, which is the cost of 1 bed ; that is, $42.
When he has measured by dividing he finds
that $1,344 contains $42, 32 times, and so
will buy 32 beds.
 12.	The child must see that the bringing
down" in division is subtraction.    This is
shown clearly in process (b) and (d) above
in point 10.
 13.	See the meaning of the remainder in
division.   Sarah has 75 cents; she buys hair
ribbon at 20 cents a yard.   How many yards
can she buy ?   She can buy 3 yards, and will
have 15 cents left.   If she wishes to spend
this she can buy | of a yard, or spending
all her money, she can buy 3| yards.   In
division it appears thus:
31
60
"TT
14. Aids in Measures, (a) Mark off square
foot and square yard on blackboard and on
floor; repeat the measure, marking of
groups of each unit of measure, (b) Esti-
mate areas; then test the estimate by meas-
uring. (c) Have inch cubes; make a cubic
 ARITHMETIC
foot out of strong paper on cardboard; see
what it will hold; use it as a measure of
space in the room.
15. Aids in Fractions.
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 (1)	Show i of a pound of butter (Kg. a).
 (2)	| of a dozen eggs (Fig. b).
 (3)	| of a yard of ribbon (Pig. e).
 (4)	| of 36 inches (Fig. d).
 (5)	| of 100 square yards (Fig. e).
Tractions.  Use of
simple familiar frac-
tions without a defi- (
nite  formulation  or
study of the subject
of fractions.	f.
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